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Abstract: The introduction of computer vision and machine learning into agricultural systems has
produced significant new opportunities for high precision application of liquid products in both
grain and livestock agriculture. These technologies, which enable liquid application in site-specific,
non-broadcast applications, are driving new evaluations of nozzle technologies which apply a
consistent dose of liquid product in a non-conventional manner compared to historic perceptions.
This field of innovation is driving the need for improved high-capacity systems for evaluating
nozzle performance in high-precision applications. Historically, patternator tables with volumetric
measurements of total applied liquid have served as the standard for fluid nozzle evaluation. These
volumetric measurements are based on measuring the displaced distance of liquid over a defined
time to determine flow rate. However, current distance sensors present challenges for achieving small-
volume measurements and enabling automation at a scale necessary to meet innovation demands of
high-precision nozzle systems. A novel concept for high speed and automated measurement of a
high precision patternator table was developed using an ultrasonic sensor and a carefully designed
liquid retainment system to maximize measurement precision. The performance of this system
was quantified by comparing calibrations and performance across different vessels for volume
measurement (tubes and pipes) used in the application of a nozzle patternator. A total of three
square tubes (15.9, 22.3, 31.0 mm widths) and three pipes (25.2, 27.0, 35.1 mm diameters) were
evaluated, with the 27 mm pipe matching the ultrasonic sensor’s rating. All calibrations were
successful, depicting linear characteristics with R2 > 0.99. The smallest pipe presented issues for
the sensor to measure in post-calibration and was thus not evaluated further. The residual values
from operational performance highlight that the 25.2 mm tube and the 27.0 mm pipe are highly
accurate with no indication of bias or non-normality. The relative uncertainty ranges from 2.9 to 42%
(350 mL to 25 mL) depending on the tube and pipe cross-sectional diameter or width with the sensor
accuracy and uncertainty in the tube and pipe area being the largest factors. The results of this study
indicate that the 25.2 mm tube and the 27.0 mm pipe could be excellent options for autonomous
liquid volume measurement with the ultrasonic sensor. A key challenge identified in this study is that
the assumptions in the sensor’s intrinsic calibration are violated with the tubes and pipes evaluated.
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1. Introduction

The autonomous measurement of liquid volume has multiple applications in the
fields of precision agriculture and precision livestock farming, both in operations and
development of new technologies. Such technologies could include water intake monitoring
in livestock, sprayer nozzle analysis, and chemical tank level monitoring [1–4]. Of particular
interest is the liquid volume measurement for sprayer nozzle patternator tables. These
tables measure the lateral pattern of a sprayer nozzle in the direction of travel, which is
a crucial component of plant protection in chemical application [5,6]. Historical versions
of such tables rely on manual volume measurement with low pattern resolution from
50 to 25 mm of width [3,5,7]. While there have been versions of spray tables utilizing
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automated mass measurement to determine spay pattern and flow, the implementation of
higher resolution tables presents costs and implementation challenges [8]. Increasing the
patternator’s resolution results in added need for automatic volume measurement, as each
segment of the resolution must be measured, with lower volumes in each resolution. A
measurement application with the ability to measure the volume of the liquid has the best
implementation potential for a high-resolution patternator.

Accurately measuring the volume of a liquid in a container can be achieved by measur-
ing the liquid level in a container with a known cross-sectional area. It is common to utilize
level-measurement techniques such as mechanical floats, electrical methods, or non-contact
measurement, with ultrasonic sensors being the preferred option [9,10]. Ultrasonic sensors
are the preferred noncontact sensor as the frequency spectrum of the ultrasonic signal is
highly reflective off the surface of a liquid and will minimize measurement errors that could
occur with sensor frequencies that penetrate the air–liquid boundary [9,10]. Ultrasonics
offer the ability to sense liquids without the use of physical objects as a float; however, the
sensing pattern of an ultrasonic can present challenges due to the size of the pattern and
the fact that if multiple objects are introduced in the sensing cone, errors occur [11]. The
additional downside of ultrasonics is what is referred to as the “Dead Zone”, which is an
area immediately in front of the sensor face where detection is impossible [10]. Lasers are
unable to sense liquid surfaces with shallow heights as the laser wavelength will penetrate
the liquid surface and reflect off the bottom of the measurement vessel, due to the low
reflectivity of water [9,12]. The ultrasonic option carries much less risk for unpredictable
errors as it is naturally capable of sensing liquid surfaces and is the preferred liquid level
measurement option.

For the highest accuracy possible when utilizing a sensor, the calibration process must
be completed and evaluated against the system requirements for the sensor. The process
of calibrating a sensor commonly references two main factors that relate to sensor perfor-
mance, intrinsic, and extrinsic factors, and thus intrinsic and extrinsic calibrations [13,14].
Intrinsic factors are factors relating to the sensor itself (materials, lenses, etc.) and how
that impacts its measurement [13]. It is common for sensors to be intrinsically calibrated
by the manufacturer for basic installations [14]. Extrinsic factors are those related to how
the sensor is deployed in the applications and how those factors impact the sensor’s mea-
surements [13,14]. The process of extrinsic calibration is the most successful at removing
errors when performed under the similar conditions the sensor will perform in the applica-
tion [10,14–17]. This process is also referred to as a static calibration, where the sensor’s
output is measured in respect to known or “true” values [18]. These true measurements are
determined based on the specific sensor and application being evaluated. Thus, without
accurate calibration prior to operation of a sensor in any given application, unknown errors
will exist in the measurement system, reducing the accuracy and precision on the system.

In the quest for the development of high accuracy and high throughput measurement
of liquid volumes in a nozzle patternator table, an evaluation of an ultrasonic sensor was
undertaken with the overall goal of evaluating the ability to sense in narrow tubes and
pipes that are smaller than the specified rating by the manufacturer and select which
tubes and pipes may be best suited for liquid volume sensing. The following objectives
were derived to achieve this goal and to test the hypothesis according to which the se-
lected ultrasonic sensor would perform differently in various sizes of tubes and pipes:
(1) to develop calibration curves for the same ultrasonic sensor across various narrow
tubes and pipes selected and compare them to the curve for the pipe in the manufacturer’s
specifications, (2) to evaluate the calibration curves on an operational set of data, and
(3) to quantify the uncertainty associated with each tube and pipe; to ultimately identify
the highest accuracy and precision option for use with the ultrasonic sensor.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Set-Up and Instrumentation

A combination of three unique diameter round pipes and three unique square tubing
sizes (Figure 1, Table 1) were evaluated in this study. Pipe B is the diameter stated in the
manufacturer’s specification for the ultrasonic sensor and serves as the control in each test
for comparison. The additional pipes were selected due to commercial availability and
were one size larger and smaller than Pipe B. Each tube and pipe was prepared by cutting a
610 mm section, sealing one end of the pipe or tube. Initial attempts to calibrate the sensor
by adding water through the open end of each tube and pipe presented significant issues
with non-typical sensor response caused by condensation on the pipe and tube walls. Due
to this, all experiments were completed by adding water through the bottom of the tubes
and pipes through a secondary tube.

Figure 1. (1a) Experimental set-up sketch, (1b) picture of experimental set-up with (A) DSO and
(B) ultrasonic sensor. All tubes and pipes are labeled with specifications provided in Table 1.
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Table 1. Tubes and pipes selected to evaluate the ultrasonic sensor on.

Tube (T)/Pipe (P) Inside Width/Diameter
(mm) Cross Sectional Area (CSA; mm2) Model, Manufacturer

T-A 15.88 252.02 8516K35, Evonik CY RO LLC, Parsippany, NJ, USA
T-B 22.23 493.95 8516K37, Evonik CY RO LLC, Parsippany, NJ, USA
T-C 30.96 957.66 85095K76, Westlake Compounds LLC, Houston, TX, USA
P-A 25.20 498.76 48925K93, McMaster-Carr, Elmhurst, IL, USA
P-B 27.00 581.07 2809N18, McMaster-Carr, Elmhurst, IL, USA
P-C 35.05 964.97 48925K94, McMaster-Carr, Elmhurst, IL, USA

A plastic hose barb to NPT threads 6 mm, 90◦ fitting was installed in the sealed end
by drilling a 11 mm hole and threading the fitting with liquid thread sealant, Figure 1a.
This was performed on all six experimental units to provide identical conditions in the
bottom of the units. The water was added through the bottom of the tube, as the water
droplets created by pouring water through the top of the tube or pipe created sensor errors
in reading. Each tube and pipe were individually attached to a support structure to hold it
upright, Figure 1b. A clear, flexible hose, 600 mm length minimum, was attached to the
barb fitting and a 60 mL disposable syringe was installed on the other end of the hose.

The ultrasonic sensor (UM30-213113, SICK, Inc., Waldkirch, Germany) was installed
with a mounting bracket such that the face of the sensor was 15 mm above the end of
the tube or pipe when taking measurements. This specific ultrasonic sensor was selected
as the manufacturer claimed a viewing pattern suitable for a 27 mm diameter pipe. The
same sensor was utilized for collecting data for all tubes and pipes. The analog voltage
output of the sensor was measured using a digital storage oscilloscope (DSO, Model 2510,
BK Precision, Yorba Linda, CA, USA). This analog signal is preconditioned to the range
specified by the manufacturer (200 mm to 1300 mm) During all tests, the sensor was
sampled at 2 Hz, with the DSO recording the instantaneous voltage reading and time stamp
for each sample.

2.2. Data Collection Procedures
2.2.1. Calibration Data

Data were collected using the following procedures to perform a static calibration
of the sensor for each tube and pipe. Static calibration is the process of regressing sensor
measurements against known “true” values [18]. The liquid volume was added in set
intervals to the pipe or tube to serve as the “true” standard to calibrate the sensor to. Water
was measured in a 100 mL, ±1 mL, graduated cylinder. The specified volume was poured
into the flexible tubing by using a funnel. The funnel was removed from the tubing and
a 60 mL syringe full of air was attached to the tubing. Air was pushed into the tubing
until all water was pushed into the tube or pipe, with a visual indication of no water in
the flexible tubing. Prior to any measurements, increments of 10 mL were added until the
water levels were above the fitting in the bottom of each pipe or tube to give the ultrasonic
sensor a flat-water surface to read. During the calibration, water was added in 15 mL
increments until the water level entered the ultrasonic sensor’s no-read zone (200 mm from
the face of the sensor). Regardless of tube or pipe size, the same volumetric increments
were utilized for the calibration and 15 mL was selected such that the smallest tube would
have a minimum of a five-point calibration curve. Data were recorded for 45 s at 2 Hz
starting at five seconds.

After, all the water was pushed out of the flexible tubing with the DSO. The statistical
analysis will be discussed in later sections.
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2.2.2. Operational Performance

Following the previously mentioned data collection procedure for data recording and
adding water to each tube, each tube and pipe was evaluated for operational performance.
This was completed by measuring the baseline level of the tube then adding a known
volume of water, starting at 25 mL, and increasing in 25 mL increments up to the limit
of the calibration. Between each measurement of a known volume of water, the tube
was emptied back to the base level of water and a base level reading was recorded. The
aforementioned calibration equations were applied to the data collected. The residual value
of the prediction was calculated.

2.3. Data Processing and Analysis

Data processing was completed in Python using a PyCharm IDE for software develop-
ment [19]. For the calibration data points, a randomly initiated, consecutive 30 s sample
(n = 60) was averaged from each 45 s recorded sample. The change in the sensor’s voltage
was calculated as the average of the base reading minus the calibration increment’s average
reading. The change of height of water was calculated using the known total volume from
the graduated cylinder at each calibration increment and the cross-sectional area which
was determined based on the manufacturer’s specification of the inside width or diameter,
see Table 1, for the respective pipe or tube and using standard geometric equations for the
volume of a cylinder or rectangular prism. Linear regression coefficients were determined
using the Scikit Learn package within Python [20]. This was achieved by fitting the change
in height of the water as the independent variable (y-axis) and the change in voltage reading
as the dependent variable (x-axis) [18].

The root mean square error (RMSE) of the calibration, standard error (SE) of the
regression and of the calibration were calculated; the SE of the calibration was calculated
by dividing the SE of the regression by the slope of the regression. The calibrated height
of fluid was calculated from the change of voltage using the inverse of the previously
described calibration equation (Equation (1)), [18]. The slope coefficients were compared
using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) in statistical software [21] to test whether the
slopes of the calibrations were statistically different.

ĥ = b
(
vpre − vpost

)
+ a (1)

where

ĥ = calibrated height difference in tube (mm)
vpre = voltage measurement pre-volume (VDC)
vpost = voltage measurement post-volume (VDC)
b = slope coefficient
a = intercept coefficient

The calibration equation for each tube or pipe previously discussed was applied to
the operational performance data. The volume calculation was determined by multiplying
the calibrated height by the cross-sectional area for the respective tube or pipe, as seen
in Equation (2). The residuals were calculated as the predicted height minus the known
height (calculated from the volume added). The average residuals were calculated by tube
and pipe. A residual plot, known height from volume (x axis), and residual value (y axis)
was created to visualize trends in residuals from each tube/pipe.

V =
CSA

(
b
(
vpre − vpost

)
+ a

)
1000

(2)

where

V = Calculated volume (mL)
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2.4. Uncertainty Analysis

The final standard uncertainty of the volume measurement was calculated from the
standard uncertainty obtained from the ultrasonic measurement and the cross-sectional
area of the tube or pipe by propagating both through the respective volume equation. A
zeroth-ordered uncertainty budget was created for input ultrasonic measurement pre Dpre
and post Dpost addition of the liquid and the cross-sectional area CSAT/P, which included
the sensor manufacturer’s accuracy and long-term stability and quantization error from
the DSO (Table 2) and the standard error (SE) from the experimental data (operational
performance), the SE was removed from the table as it changes with each experiment [22].
The standard uncertainty ∆di of the tube width or pipe diameter was determined as one
half the reading scale set by the manufacturer’s tolerance of the inside width or diameter
(see Table 1 for manufacturer’s information), Table 3. The combined standard uncertainty
in the cross-sectional area was calculated by Equation (3), the methodology is based on the
component error analysis [18]. The operation data set for each tube and pipe, excluding
P-A, were used to calculate the uncertainty. The combined standard uncertainty in the
volume was calculated using Equation (4) [18].

∆A2
i =

(
∂A
∂di

∆di

)2
(3)

where

∆Ai = combined standard uncertainty in cross-sectional area (CSA) tube or pipe.

Table 2. Zeroth order uncertainty budget for the ultrasonic sensor (UM30-213113, SICK, Inc.,
Waldkirch, Germany).

Source Value Probability
Distribution Divisor Standard

Uncertainty

Accuracy [a] 0.1 V (11 mm) Rectangular
√

3 0.058
Repeatability 1.53 × 10−2 V (0.18 mm) Rectangular

√
3 8.8 × 10−3

Quantization Error [b] 0.06 V Rectangular
√

3 3.46 × 10−2

Combined Standard sensor uncertainty, ∆vpre, ∆vpost 6.79 × 10−2

[a] Manufacturer stated accuracy 1% assumed to be full-scale accuracy. [b] Manufacturer stated accuracy of DSO
analog voltage input.

Table 3. Standard uncertainty of the width and diameter and resulting cross-sectional area of the
tubes and pipes. See Table 1 for manufacturer’s information from which the inside width or diameter
was collected as well as the respective tolerance of the measurement.

Tube/Pipe Standard Uncertainty of the
Width/Diameter (∆di, mm)

Standard Uncertainty of the
Cross-Sectional Area (∆Ai, mm2)

T-A 0.127 0.254
T-B 0.191 0.381
T-C 0.254 0.508
P-B 0.05 0.314
P-C 0.127 0.798
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∆V2 =

(
∂V
∂Ai

∆Ai

)2
+

(
∂V

∂vpre
∆vpre

)2
+

(
∂V

∂vpost
∆vpost

)2
+ RMSE2 (4)

where

∆V2 = combined standard uncertainty volume
RMSE = root mean square error of the calibration (Equation (1))

3. Results and Discussion

The calibration of all tubes and pipes were successful with all combinations showing
a linear response, as seen in Figure 2 and Table 4. All pipes and tubes tested resulted in
linear characteristics in relationship to the distance to the water surface, which is expected
for intrinsically calibrated ultrasonic sensors [10]. The ANCOVA analysis showed that
the slopes of the six linear regressions were significantly different, p < 0.05 as seen in
Figure 3. The only pair of calibration that were not significantly different was the T-C and
P-C p = 0.11, which notably have very similar CSA values. As all regression slopes were
significantly different than P-B, the pipe for which the sensor is rated for, this demonstrates
that the extrinsic factors under which an ultrasonic sensor is expected to perform can
have a significant impact on the sensor’s response. This result support the justification for
performing static calibrations of the ultrasonic sensor under operational conditions with
each tube or pipe, which is a suggested practice for such ultrasonic sensors [10,16,18]. Based
on the calibration data, the P-A is advisably not a well-suited vessel for liquid volume
measurement using the ultrasonic sensor approach due to the farthest linear regression
values from the sensor manufacturer’s calibration. The P-B and P-C have calibrations that
are closest in values to the sensor manufacturer’s specifications, and thus have an advantage
for liquid volume measurement. Similar studies have shown the use of ultrasonic sensors
to be well fitted and accurate for the liquid level in similar type of containers, though with
much larger diameters relative to the sensors’ cone pattern [4].

Figure 2. Linear regression of height of water added (x axis) vs. change in voltage from the sensor
(y axis) of each tube and pipe. The black line represents the manufacturer’s calibration values.
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Table 4. Calibration statistics, all the curves’ R2 was >0.999.

Tube/Pipe RMSE (V) SE of the Regression (V) SE of the Calibration (mm)

T-A 1.14 × 10−2 1.40 × 10−2 1.50
T-B 9.52 × 10−3 1.04 × 10−2 1.10
T-C 6.92 × 10−3 7.21 × 10−3 0.60
P-A 5.61 × 10−3 6.06 × 10−3 0.73
P-B 7.67 × 10−3 7.96 × 10−3 0.87
P-C 6.92 × 10−3 5.46 × 10−3 0.60

Figure 3. Cross-section area of tube/pipe (x axis) versus the calibration slope (y axis). Points not
connected by the same letter are statistically significant, p < 0.05. The black line represents the
manufacturer’s provided slope.

The operational performance data show how well the calibration, described previously,
can be applied to new data for each tube and pipe, as seen in Figure 4. The exception
was P-A, which was excluded due to catastrophic issues with the ultrasonic sensor failing
to read any distances in the pipe. This is likely an issue with the sensor’s cone angle
interacting with the geometry of the pipe to cause errors in the sensor’s readings resulting
in the failure to measure. As the sensor is not rated for such diameter of pipe, it can be
assumed that this interaction is not accounted for in the sensor’s intrinsic calibration.
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Figure 4. Residual values from the operational performance data set.

Based on the average residual value, T-B is the top performing option with no bias or
non-normality noted in the residuals, while P-B has a slightly higher average residual value
with no bias or non-normality observed. The other options exhibit some type of pattern or
abnormality in the residuals that raise concerns about their operational performance.

Based on the results of the calibration and the operational performance, it is evident
that the use of this ultrasonic distance sensor in conjunction with tubes or pipes that are
narrower than its cone angle violates some type of assumption in the intrinsic calibration
conducted by the manufacturer and used to produce the sensor’s analog output. Such
ultrasonic sensors require an intrinsic calibration for the preconditioning of the analog
signal [16]. These results show that while the sensor worked well in the 27 mm pipe, it
stills requires a calibration in the installed environment to maximize accuracy.

The relative expanded (coverage factor = 2; ~95% confidence level) uncertainty ranged
from 10.2 to 10.5 mL depending on the tube/pipe for volumes ranging from 350 to 25 mL,
respectively, as seen in Figure 5. Two major factors were identified as contributing the
majority of the uncertainty: sensor accuracy and uncertainty in CSA. The sensor accuracy
is equivalent to ± 11 mm of measurement, which is determined via the intrinsic calibration.
Without selecting a different sensor or evaluating over-sampling methods, this source of
uncertainty cannot feasibly be reduced in the system. The uncertainty in CSA increases with
area linearly due to the tolerances from the pipe and tube manufacturers as the tolerances
were inconsistent between manufacturers. Thus, the larger the tube or pipe, the large the
uncertainty in the measurements. Addressing the CSA uncertainty in the future is the only
feasible option for reducing the uncertainty in measurement. Utilizing a higher tolerance
pipe or tubing would be the best approach. However, the overall holding capacity must be
factored in as it will impact the system performance overall.
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Figure 5. Absolute and relative uncertainty associated with the liquid volume measurements from
each tube and pipe from the operational performance data.

4. Conclusions

An ultrasonic distance sensor was calibrated for water level sensing to three square
tubes and three pipes ranging from larger to smaller than the pipe the sensor manufacturer
rated it for in the end use of water volume measuring. While all calibrations were successful
showing linear characteristics and had high R2 values (R2 > 0.999), P-A (25.2 mm, smaller
than rated size of 27 mm) had the slope that was farthest from the sensor manufacturer’s
specifications. This pipe also created significant issues for the sensor to read distances in
following the calibration data collection and thus was not tested further. The operational
performance of the sensor indicated that T-B and P-B had the highest accuracy based on
the resulting residuals. The calibration and operational performance data indicate that
using these vessels that are narrower than the sensor’s cone angle violate assumptions in
its intrinsic calibration that are resulting in the varying results noted here. This is likely
due to the fact that the tubes and pipes created different extrinsic factors that lead to the
errors noted. These calibration and operational performance results support the need to
extrinsically calibrate an ultrasonic distance sensor. The relative uncertainty ranges from
2.9 to 42%, depending on the tube or pipe across a volume range of 350–25 mL. The largest
factors impacting the uncertainty are the sensor accuracy and the CSA uncertainty. The
larger the tube or pipe, the higher the uncertainty in the volume. Based on the results
of this study, the top options for liquid volume measurement with the specific ultrasonic
sensor used in this study are T-B (22.23 mm width smaller than the rated 27 mm pipe) and
P-B (27 mm, same as the sensor manufacturer’s rating). The use of a different ultrasonic
distance sensor would require a re-evaluation of all tubes and pipes tested as it would most
likely have different extrinsic factors than the sensor used in this study.
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